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Octopus! - Katherine Harmon Courage
2014-11-25
“A pleasant, chatty book on a fascinating
subject.” — Kirkus Reviews Octopuses have been
captivating humans for as long as we have been
catching them. Yet for all of our ancient
fascination and modern research, we still have
not been able to get a firm grasp on these
enigmatic creatures. Katherine Harmon Courage
dives into the mystifying underwater world of
the octopus and reports on her research around
the world. She reveals, for instance, that the
oldest known octopus lived before the first
dinosaurs; that two thirds of an octopus’s brain
capacity is spread throughout its arms, meaning
each literally has a mind of its own; and that it
can change colors within milliseconds to
camouflage itself, yet appears to be colorblind.
Braving the Wilderness - Brené Brown
2019-08-27
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • REESE’S
BOOK CLUB PICK • A timely and important
book that challenges everything we think we
know about cultivating true belonging in our
communities, organizations, and culture, from
the #1 bestselling author of Rising Strong,
Daring Greatly, and The Gifts of Imperfection
Don’t miss the five-part HBO Max docuseries
Brené Brown: Atlas of the Heart! “True
belonging doesn’t require us to change who we
are. It requires us to be who we are.” Social
scientist Brené Brown, PhD, MSW, has sparked
a global conversation about the experiences that
bring meaning to our lives—experiences of
courage, vulnerability, love, belonging, shame,
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

and empathy. In Braving the Wilderness, Brown
redefines what it means to truly belong in an age
of increased polarization. With her trademark
mix of research, storytelling, and honesty,
Brown will again change the cultural
conversation while mapping a clear path to true
belonging. Brown argues that we’re
experiencing a spiritual crisis of disconnection,
and introduces four practices of true belonging
that challenge everything we believe about
ourselves and each other. She writes, “True
belonging requires us to believe in and belong to
ourselves so fully that we can find sacredness
both in being a part of something and in
standing alone when necessary. But in a culture
that’s rife with perfectionism and pleasing, and
with the erosion of civility, it’s easy to stay quiet,
hide in our ideological bunkers, or fit in rather
than show up as our true selves and brave the
wilderness of uncertainty and criticism. But true
belonging is not something we negotiate or
accomplish with others; it’s a daily practice that
demands integrity and authenticity. It’s a
personal commitment that we carry in our
hearts.” Brown offers us the clarity and courage
we need to find our way back to ourselves and to
each other. And that path cuts right through the
wilderness. Brown writes, “The wilderness is an
untamed, unpredictable place of solitude and
searching. It is a place as dangerous as it is
breathtaking, a place as sought after as it is
feared. But it turns out to be the place of true
belonging, and it’s the bravest and most sacred
place you will ever stand.”
How to Be an Alien - George Mikes 2006-07
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'Penguin Readers' are simplified texts designed
in association with Longman to provide a stepby-step approach to the joys of reading for
pleasure.
Voyage of Ice - Michele Torrey 2009-04-02
All Nick ever wanted to be was a whaling
captain, like his father before him. What could
be more glorious than the life of a whaleman,
battling mighty sperm whales and returning
home rich as Midas? So when his older brother
Dexter signs aboard the Sea Hawk, Nick won’t
stand to be left behind. But life at sea is very
different from what either Dexter or Nick
expected. They are mercilessly overworked by a
cruel and dangerous captain. The officers think
nothing of beating the crewmen within an inch
of their lives. And that’s only the beginning.
When an awful turn of fate leaves them stranded
in the harsh Arctic winter, they encounter the
toughest battle of all—and this one is for their
very survival.
White Bird: A Wonder Story (A Graphic Novel) R. J. Palacio 2019-10-01
Soon to be a major motion picture, starring
Helen Mirren and Gillian Anderson! Inspired by
her blockbuster phenomenon Wonder, R. J.
Palacio makes her graphic novel debut with an
unforgettable, Sydney Taylor Book Awardwinning story of the power of kindness and
unrelenting courage in a time of war. And don't
miss the author's highly anticipated new novel,
Pony, available now! "I was captivated by White
Bird. It tells the hardest truths with honesty and
calm (so that young readers can hear them). R.J.
Palacio brings to life the nature of heroism and
the real risks we face today." --Meg Medina,
Newbery award-winning author of Mercy Suarez
Changes Gears In R. J. Palacio's bestselling
collection of stories Auggie & Me, which
expands on characters in Wonder, readers were
introduced to Julian's grandmother, Grandmère.
Here, Palacio makes her graphic novel debut
with Grandmère's heartrending story: how she, a
young Jewish girl, was hidden by a family in a
Nazi-occupied French village during World War
II; how the boy she and her classmates once
shunned became her savior and best friend.
Sara's harrowing experience movingly
demonstrates the power of kindness to change
hearts, build bridges, and even save lives. As
Grandmère tells Julian, "It always takes courage
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

to be kind, but in those days, such kindness
could cost you everything." With poignant
symbolism and gorgeous artwork that brings
Sara's story out of the past and cements it firmly
in this moment in history, White Bird is sure to
captivate anyone who was moved by the book
Wonder or the blockbuster movie adaptation and
its message. Praise for Wonder: #1 New York
Times bestseller USA Today bestseller Time
Magazine's 100 Best Young Adult Books of All
Time "In a wonder of a debut, Palacio has
written a crackling page-turner filled with
characters you can't help but root for." -Entertainment Weekly "Rich and memorable." -The New York Times "A beautiful, funny and
sometimes sob-making story of quiet
transformation." --The Wall Street Journal
Storm Blown - Nick Courage 2019-07-16
"Beautiful, vivid writing and a power-packed plot
. . . I truly loved it."--Lauren Tarshis, bestselling
author of the I SURVIVED series "Awesome.
Super-intense, suspenseful, edge-of-your-seat
stuff."--Max Brallier, New York Times bestselling
author of the LAST KIDS ON EARTH series A
major hurricane is raging across the southern
United States, and two unsuspecting kids are
about to have the adventure of a lifetime!
Perfect for kids who love high-stakes plots and
natural disaster movies, and anyone interested
in extreme weather! And coming in January
2022, don't miss another epic adventure, SNOW
STRUCK. A little rain and wind don't worry
Alejo--they're just part of life at the beach. As his
padrino says, as long as there are birds in the
waves, it's safe. When people start evacuating,
though, Alejo realizes things might be worse
than he thought. And they are. A hurricane is
headed straight for Puerto Rico. Emily's brother,
Elliot, has been really sick. He can't go outside
their New Orleans home, so Emily decides to
have an adventure for him. She's on a secret
mission to the tiny island Elliot loves. She's not
expecting to meet up with an injured goose or a
shy turtle. And nothing has prepared her for
Megastorm Valerie. Soon Alejo and Emily will be
in Valerie's deadly path. Who will survive?
Be Brave, Little Penguin - Giles Andreae
2017-12-26
A little penguin overcomes his BIGGEST fear in
this universal rhyming story from the
international bestselling creators of Giraffes
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Can't Dance! Little Penguin Pip-Pip would love
to join in with all his friends swimming in the
sea, but there's just one problem . . . he's scared
of water. Can Pip-Pip overcome his fears and
finally take the plunge? This irresistible story
shows that sometimes all it takes is a little bit of
encouragement -- and a whole lot of heart -- to
finally make that leap and be BRAVE!Be Brave,
Little Penguin is the eagerly awaited new picture
book from the creators of the bestselling
Giraffes Can't Dance. Written in true Giles
Andreae style, this feel-good rhyming story
portrays a positive message of confidence and
self-esteem. Illustrations filled with humor and
warmth by Guy Parker-Rees will help make this
touching tale a family favorite.
Storytime: Not-So-Brave Penguin - Steve
Smallman 2018-11-15
Posy the penguin is scared of many things snowstorms, loud noises, the dark - but when
her adventurous friend Percy is missing, Posy
plucks up the courage to overcome her fears and
goes on an excursion to find him. After an
intrepid journey, Posy finds an injured Percy in a
dark cave. She rescues him and brings him
home, realising in the end just how brave she
can really be. This heartwarming story about
friendship, being brave and overcoming fears
when it really matters is sure to become a
bedtime favourite.
Brave Every Day - Trudy Ludwig 2022-06-28
From social-emotional learning expert Trudy
Ludwig and award-winning picture book
illustrator Patrice Barton (co-creators of The
Invisible Boy) comes a story about managing
anxiety and finding the courage to stand up for
yourself and others. Most kids love hide-andseek, but Camila just wants to hide. Hiding is
what she does best when she worries, and she
worries a LOT.What if... I can’t... I’m scared! A
class trip to the aquarium causes her worries to
pile up like never before. But when an anxious
classmate asks for help, Camila discovers that
her heart is bigger than her fears. From socialemotional learning expert Trudy Ludwig and
award-winning illustrator Patrice Barton, this
tale of courage and compassion will embolden
readers to face their own fears. “A sweet and
powerful gem of a book sure to help young
worriers.” –Dawn Huebner, PhD, author of What
to Do When You Worry Too Much
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

The Red Badge of Courage and Four Stories
Stephen Crane 2011-05-01
A classic story of the Civil War follows one
soldier's transformation from recruit to survivor
and is accompanied by four additional tales,
including "The Upturned Face" and "The Blue
Hotel."
Stories of Courage - Clare Gray 2007-06-25
CD-ROM contains audio files of complete story,
reading and vocabulary activities, and tests.
Jabari Jumps - Gaia Cornwall 2020-10-06
Working up the courage to take a big, important
leap is hard, but Jabari is almost absolutely
ready to make a giant splash. Jabari is definitely
ready to jump off the diving board. He’s finished
his swimming lessons and passed his swim test,
and he’s a great jumper, so he’s not scared at
all. “Looks easy,” says Jabari, watching the other
kids take their turns. But when his dad squeezes
his hand, Jabari squeezes back. He needs to
figure out what kind of special jump to do
anyway, and he should probably do some
stretches before climbing up onto the diving
board. In a sweetly appealing tale of overcoming
your fears, newcomer Gaia Cornwall captures a
moment between a patient and encouraging
father and a determined little boy you can’t help
but root for.
River of the Gods - Candice Millard 2022-05-17
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The
harrowing story of one of the great feats of
exploration of all time and its complicated
legacy—from the New York Times bestselling
author of The River of Doubt and Destiny of the
Republic For millennia the location of the Nile
River’s headwaters was shrouded in mystery. In
the 19th century, there was a frenzy of interest
in ancient Egypt. At the same time, European
powers sent off waves of explorations intended
to map the unknown corners of the globe – and
extend their colonial empires. Richard Burton
and John Hanning Speke were sent by the Royal
Geographical Society to claim the prize for
England. Burton spoke twenty-nine languages,
and was a decorated soldier. He was also
mercurial, subtle, and an iconoclastic atheist.
Speke was a young aristocrat and Army officer
determined to make his mark, passionate about
hunting, Burton’s opposite in temperament and
beliefs. From the start the two men clashed.
They would endure tremendous hardships,
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illness, and constant setbacks. Two years in,
deep in the African interior, Burton became too
sick to press on, but Speke did, and claimed he
found the source in a great lake that he
christened Lake Victoria. When they returned to
England, Speke rushed to take credit,
disparaging Burton. Burton disputed his claim,
and Speke launched another expedition to Africa
to prove it. The two became venomous enemies,
with the public siding with the more charismatic
Burton, to Speke’s great envy. The day before
they were to publicly debate,Speke shot himself.
Yet there was a third man on both expeditions,
his name obscured by imperial annals, whose
exploits were even more extraordinary. This was
Sidi Mubarak Bombay, who was enslaved and
shipped from his home village in East Africa to
India. When the man who purchased him died,
he made his way into the local Sultan’s army,
and eventually traveled back to Africa, where he
used his resourcefulness, linguistic prowess and
raw courage to forge a living as a guide. Without
Bombay and men like him, who led, carried, and
protected the expedition, neither Englishman
would have come close to the headwaters of the
Nile, or perhaps even survived. In River of the
Gods Candice Millard has written another
peerless story of courage and adventure, set
against the backdrop of the race to exploit Africa
by the colonial powers.
Molly the Brave and Me - Jane O'Connor
1990-03-01
Beth admires her friend Molly's courage, but on
a visit to Molly's country home, Beth surprises
herself with her own bravery when the two
become lost within the maze of a cornfield.
Mayflower - Nathaniel Philbrick 2006-05-09
"Vivid and remarkably fresh...Philbrick has
recast the Pilgrims for the ages."--The New York
Times Book Review Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize
in History New York Times Book Review Top Ten
books of the Year With a new preface marking
the 400th anniversary of the landing of the
Mayflower. How did America begin? That simple
question launches the acclaimed author of In the
Hurricane's Eye and Valiant Ambition on an
extraordinary journey to understand the truth
behind our most sacred national myth: the
voyage of the Mayflower and the settlement of
Plymouth Colony. As Philbrick reveals in this
electrifying history of the Pilgrims, the story of
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

Plymouth Colony was a fifty-five year epic that
began in peril and ended in war. New England
erupted into a bloody conflict that nearly wiped
out the English colonists and natives alike.
These events shaped the existing communites
and the country that would grow from them.
STORIES OF COURAGE(PENGUIN ACTIVE
READING LEVEL 3)(CD포함) - Claire Swain
2007-10-01
The Red Badge of Courage and Other Stories Stephen Crane 2005-11-29
Henry Fleming, a raw Union Army recruit in the
American Civil War, is anxious to confirm his
patriotism and manhood—to earn his “badge of
courage.” But his dreams of heroism and
invulnerability are soon shattered when he flees
the Confederate enemy during his baptism of
fire and then witnesses the horrible death of a
friend. Plunged unwillingly into the nightmare of
war, Fleming survives by sheer luck and instinct.
This edition of Stephen Crane’s poignant classic
is supplemented by five of his acclaimed short
stories as well as selected poetry, offering the
full range of this great American author’s
extraordinary talent. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Small Acts of Amazing Courage - Gloria Whelan
2011-04-19
Kindness has incredible consequences in this
compelling novel set in colonial India from a
“master storyteller” (Publishers Weekly) and
National Book Award-winning author. It is India,
1918, six months after the end of World War I,
and Rosalind awaits the return of her father
from the war. Rosalind is kept from boarding
school in England at her mother’s insistence.
While her father has been at war, Rosalind sees
the country slowly change. A man named Ghandi
is coming to power, talking about nonviolence
and independence from Britain. Rosalind longs
to live the life that her heart tells her, not what
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her parents prescribe for her, but no one seems
to listen. This penetrating story, told with lush
and vivid detail, contrasts Rosalind’s privilege
and daily experiences in India with the hardship
of the people around her. As she comes of age
during this volatile period of history, will she
find the courage to claim her own identity and
become her own person? National Book
Award–winning author Gloria Whelan’s “insight
into history and her characters’ minds make
every moment of this saga believable”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review). This
paperback edition includes an excerpt of All My
Noble Dreams and Then What Happens, the
standalone companion to Small Acts of Amazing
Courage.
Fly Like a Girl - Mary Jennings Hegar
2020-03-03
A Young Readers Edition of a compelling story of
courage and triumph, this is the inspiring true
story of Major Mary Jennings Hegar--a brave and
determined woman who gave her all for her
country, her sense of justice, and for women
everywhere. On July 29, 2009, Air National
Guard Major Mary Jennings Hegar was shot
down while on a Medevac mission in
Afghanistan. Despite being wounded, her
courageous actions saved the lives of her crew
and their patients, earning her the Purple Heart
as well as the Distinguished Flying Cross with
Valor Device. That day also marked the
beginning of a new mission: convincing the U.S.
Government to allow women to serve openly on
the front line of battle for the first time in
American history. With exclusive photographs
throughout, Fly Like a Girl tells the inspiring
true story of Mary Jennings Hegar--a brave and
determined woman who gave her all for her
country, her sense of justice, and for women
everywhere. Includes exclusive photographs
throughout, a discussion guide, and a Q&A with
the author written specifically for teen readers.
Praise for Fly Like a Girl: "An honest portrayal of
one woman's battles in and out of combat
zones."--Kirkus Reviews
A Little Bit of Courage
- Claire Alexander
2021-06-29
In this follow-up to the beloved picture book A
Little Bit Different, the Ploofers are back for a
heartwarming exploration of fear and finding
courage. The Ploofers have just learned a
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

valuable lesson in celebrating differences and
trying new things. They've been practicing
something very special again and this time it
requires extra teamwork... But Little One is too
scared to go on this new adventure. Will some
kind and encouraging words from Toasty help
him find a little bit of courage? With simple,
striking illustrations and a cutaway cover design
that adds tactile interest, A Little Bit of Courage
picks up right where A Little Bit Different left
off. With a subtle yet powerful message on
overcoming anxiety and finding the courage to
live life to its fullest, this book will resonate with
children and adults alike.
Stories of Courage - Clare Swain 2004-01
Eight inspiring true stories of people showing
great courage in the face of incredible
difficulties. Read about the real Erin Brockovich,
an incredible escape from Africa, Cuba's bravest
runner and more Sometimes true stories are
more amazing than fiction
What to Read When - Pam Allyn 2009-04-02
Read Pam Allyn's posts on the Penguin Blog The
books to read aloud to children at the important
moments in their lives. In What to Read When,
award-winning educator Pam Allyn celebrates
the power of reading aloud with children. In
many ways, books provide the first opportunity
for children to begin to reflectively engage with
and understand the world around them. Not only
can parents entertain their child and convey the
beauty of language through books, they can also
share their values and create lasting
connections. Here, Allyn offers parents and
caregivers essential advice on choosing
appropriate titles for their children—taking into
account a child’s age, attention ability, gender,
and interests— along with techniques for
reading aloud effectively. But what sets this
book apart is the extraordinary, annotated list of
more than three hundred titles suitable for the
pivotal moments in a child’s life. With category
themes ranging from friendship and journeys to
thankfulness, separations, silliness, and
spirituality, What to Read When is a one-of-akind guide to how parents can best inspire
children through reading together. In addition,
Pam Allyn includes an indispensable “Reader’s
Ladder” section, with recommendations for
children at every stage from birth to age ten.
With the author’s warm and engaging voice
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throughout, discussion questions to encourage
in-depth conversations, as well as advice on
helping kids make the transition to independent
reading, this book will help shape thoughtful,
creative, and curious children, imparting a love
of reading that will last a lifetime. These Penguin
Young Reader's Books are referenced in What to
Read When Sylvia Jean: Drama Queen by Lisa
Campbell Ernst (Penguin Young Reader’s Group:
2005) Two Is For Twins, by Wendy Cheyette
Lewison, illustrations by Hiroe Nakata (Penguin
Young Readers: 2006) Remember Grandma? by
Laura Langston (Penguin Group (USA): May
2004) Soul Looks Back in Wonder compiled by
Tom Feelings (Puffin Books) Time of Wonder by
Robert McCloskey (Penguin Books USA,
Incorporated: December 1957) When I was
Young in the Mountainsby Cynthia Rylant
illustrated by Diane Goode (Penguin Young
Readers Group: January 1993) Nana Upstairs
and Nana Downstairs by Tomie DePaola (Puffin
Books, an imprint of Penguin Books, Inc.:1973)
Good Night, Good Knight by Shelly Moore
Thomas, illustrations by Jennifer Plecas (Penguin
Young Readers Group: 2002)
Brave Molly - Brooke Boynton-Hughes
2019-04-30
What do you do when no one can see your
monsters but you? At first, Molly runs from
them. But they follow her down the sidewalk,
getting in the way when she tries to make a new
friend, popping up unexpectedly out of shadows,
and multiplying. Until finally...Molly faces her
fears. Author-illustrator Brooke Boynton-Hughes
delivers a modern classic in this moving
adventure that honors everyday acts of bravery
and the power of friendship to banish the
monsters that haunt us.
Colonial American Travel Narratives
- Various
1994-08-01
Four journeys by early Americans Mary
Rowlandson, Sarah Kemble Knight, William Byrd
II, and Dr. Alexander Hamilton recount the vivid
physical and psychological challenges of colonial
life. Essential primary texts in the study of early
American cultural life, they are now
conveniently collected in a single volume. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

bookshelf of the best works throughout history
and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
The Courage To Start
- John "The Penguin"
Bingham 2013-12-03
"The miracle isn't that I finished. The miracle is
that I had the courage to start." Take your first
step toward fitness and a happier, healthier life.
Has the idea of running crossed your mind, but
you haven't acted on it because you don't think
you have the body of a runner? Have you
thought about running but quit before you
started because you knew that you would be
breathless at the end of your driveway? Well, put
aside those fears because you can do it. John
Bingham, author of the popular Runner's World
column "The Penguin Chronicles," transformed
himself from an overweight couch potato who
smoked into a runner who has completed eleven
marathons and hundreds of road races. Forget
about the image of a perfect body in skintight
clothes, and don't worry about how fast or how
far you go. Bingham shows how anyone can
embrace running as a life-enhancing activity -rather than as a competition you will never win.
In an entertaining blend of his own success story
and practical advice, Bingham provides
reasonable guidelines for establishing a program
of achievable goals; offers tips on clothing,
running shoes, and other equipment; and
explains how anyone can prepare for and run
distances ranging from a few miles to
marathons. After all, in running and in life, the
difference between success and failure
sometimes comes down to a single step. Waddle
on, friends.
Snow Struck - Nick Courage 2022-02-15
An historic blizzard is raging across the eastern
seaboard, and three unsuspecting kids are about
to find themselves smack in the middle of it!
Perfect for fans of the I SURVIVED series who
are looking for a high-stakes adventure! Neither
Elizabeth norher little brother, Matty, have ever
been north of Georgia. They’re used to sandals
and shorts, not boots and parkas. So when they
fly to New York City to spend the holidayswith
their cousin Ashley, they want to experience one
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thing: SNOW! Ashley can’t wait to show her
cousins how magical Manhattan is at
Christmastime. But instead of a week of fun,
what they get is an arctic blast that knocks out
the power and plunges the skyscrapers into
darkness. It’s unreal: the blizzard covers the
Statue of Liberty in ice and topples the famous
Christmas tree at Rockefeller Center! When
Ashley’s dog, Fang, gets lost outside, the cousins
take matters into their own hands. . . and are
caught in the storm’s dangerous path as they
chase Fang across the frozen city. Can the little
Pomeranian survive the cold, snow, and ice
blanketing Manhattan? Can they?
The Daughters of Kobani - Gayle Tzemach
Lemmon 2022-02-03
The extraordinary story of the women who took
on the Islamic State and won In 2014,
northeastern Syria might have been the last
place you would expect to find a revolution
centered on women's rights. But that year, an
all-female militia faced off against ISIS in a little
town few had ever heard of: Kobani. By then, the
Islamic State had swept across vast swathes of
the country, taking town after town and
spreading terror as the civil war burned all
around it. From that unlikely showdown in
Kobani emerged a fighting force that would
wage war against ISIS across northern Syria
alongside the United States. In the process,
these women would spread their own political
vision, determined to make women's equality a
reality by fighting - house by house, street by
street, city by city - the men who bought and
sold women. Based on years of on-the-ground
reporting, The Daughters of Kobani is the
unforgettable story of the women of the Kurdish
militia that improbably became part of the
world's best hope for stopping ISIS in Syria.
Drawing from hundreds of hours of interviews,
bestselling author Gayle Tzemach Lemmon
introduces us to the women fighting on the front
lines, determined to not only extinguish the
terror of ISIS but also prove that women could
lead in war and must enjoy equal rights come
the peace. Rigorously reported and powerfully
told, The Daughters of Kobani shines a light on a
group of women intent on not only defeating the
Islamic State on the battlefield but also changing
women's lives in their corner of the Middle East
and beyond.
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

Be Brave Little Penguin
- Giles Andreae
2017-10-05
Be Brave Little Penguin is the eagerly awaited
new picture book from the creators of the
bestselling Giraffe's Can't Dance. Written in true
Giles Andreae style, this feel-good rhyming story
portrays a positive message about confidence
and self-esteem. Little Penguin Pip-Pip would
love to join in with all his friends swimming in
the sea, but there's just one problem . . . he's
scared of water. Can Pip-Pip overcome his fears
and finally take the plunge? This irresistible
story shows that sometimes all it takes is a little
bit of encouragement - and a whole lot of heart to finally make that leap! Illustrated with
humour and warmth by Guy Parker Rees, this
touching tale will soon become a new family
favourite. Praise for Giraffes Can't Dance: 'All
toddlers should grow up reading this or hearing
their parents read it aloud to them' - Daily
Telegraph 'A rhyming story with superb
illustrations' - Independent 'This delightful
picture book is written in lively rhyming text
with vivacious illustrations' - Junior
Spike - Sarah Cullen (Author of children's books)
2021-04-05
"He only wants to fit in. How far will this
penguin go to try to fit in? Spike the Penguin
wishes he wasn't different. Even though his
parents tell him his bright red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, and purple mohawk is beautiful, he
still wants to hide his head under his flippers.
Determined to find a way to be like everyone
else, the sad little guy sets out on an Antarctic
adventure! Diving deep into the ocean to seek a
solution, Spike tries out seashell hats, squid-ink
dye jobs, and a seal hair salon. But when no one
can make him look just right, he fears he'll never
be happy... until his friends share something
unexpected. Can this penguin learn to
appreciate his perfectly awesome plumage?
Spike, The Penguin With Rainbow Hair is a
heartwarming children's picture book written in
playful rhyme. If you or your child like cute
animals, silly scenarios, and stories about
accepting everyone just the way they are, then
you'll love Sarah Cullen and Carmen Ellis's funfilled escapade."--Amazon.com.
What to Read When - Pam Allyn 2009-04-02
Read Pam Allyn's posts on the Penguin Blog The
books to read aloud to children at the important
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moments in their lives. In What to Read When,
award-winning educator Pam Allyn celebrates
the power of reading aloud with children. In
many ways, books provide the first opportunity
for children to begin to reflectively engage with
and understand the world around them. Not only
can parents entertain their child and convey the
beauty of language through books, they can also
share their values and create lasting
connections. Here, Allyn offers parents and
caregivers essential advice on choosing
appropriate titles for their children—taking into
account a child’s age, attention ability, gender,
and interests— along with techniques for
reading aloud effectively. But what sets this
book apart is the extraordinary, annotated list of
more than three hundred titles suitable for the
pivotal moments in a child’s life. With category
themes ranging from friendship and journeys to
thankfulness, separations, silliness, and
spirituality, What to Read When is a one-of-akind guide to how parents can best inspire
children through reading together. In addition,
Pam Allyn includes an indispensable “Reader’s
Ladder” section, with recommendations for
children at every stage from birth to age ten.
With the author’s warm and engaging voice
throughout, discussion questions to encourage
in-depth conversations, as well as advice on
helping kids make the transition to independent
reading, this book will help shape thoughtful,
creative, and curious children, imparting a love
of reading that will last a lifetime. These Penguin
Young Reader's Books are referenced in What to
Read When Sylvia Jean: Drama Queen by Lisa
Campbell Ernst (Penguin Young Reader’s Group:
2005) Two Is For Twins, by Wendy Cheyette
Lewison, illustrations by Hiroe Nakata (Penguin
Young Readers: 2006) Remember Grandma? by
Laura Langston (Penguin Group (USA): May
2004) Soul Looks Back in Wonder compiled by
Tom Feelings (Puffin Books) Time of Wonder by
Robert McCloskey (Penguin Books USA,
Incorporated: December 1957) When I was
Young in the Mountainsby Cynthia Rylant
illustrated by Diane Goode (Penguin Young
Readers Group: January 1993) Nana Upstairs
and Nana Downstairs by Tomie DePaola (Puffin
Books, an imprint of Penguin Books, Inc.:1973)
Good Night, Good Knight by Shelly Moore
Thomas, illustrations by Jennifer Plecas (Penguin
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

Young Readers Group: 2002)
Daring Greatly - Brené Brown 2015-04-07
The #1 New York Times bestseller. More than 2
million copies sold! Look for Brené Brown’s new
podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her ongoing
podcast Unlocking Us! From thought leader
Brené Brown, a transformative new vision for
the way we lead, love, work, parent, and educate
that teaches us the power of vulnerability. “It is
not the critic who counts; not the man who
points out how the strong man stumbles, or
where the doer of deeds could have done them
better. The credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena, whose face is marred by
dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly;
. . . who at the best knows in the end the
triumph of high achievement, and who at worst,
if he fails, at least fails while daring
greatly.”—Theodore Roosevelt Every day we
experience the uncertainty, risks, and emotional
exposure that define what it means to be
vulnerable or to dare greatly. Based on twelve
years of pioneering research, Brené Brown PhD,
MSW, dispels the cultural myth that
vulnerability is weakness and argues that it is, in
truth, our most accurate measure of courage.
Brown explains how vulnerability is both the
core of difficult emotions like fear, grief, and
disappointment, and the birthplace of love,
belonging, joy, empathy, innovation, and
creativity. She writes: “When we shut ourselves
off from vulnerability, we distance ourselves
from the experiences that bring purpose and
meaning to our lives.” Daring Greatly is not
about winning or losing. It’s about courage. In a
world where “never enough” dominates and
feeling afraid has become second nature,
vulnerability is subversive. Uncomfortable. It’s
even a little dangerous at times. And, without
question, putting ourselves out there means
there’s a far greater risk of getting criticized or
feeling hurt. But when we step back and
examine our lives, we will find that nothing is as
uncomfortable, dangerous, and hurtful as
standing on the outside of our lives looking in
and wondering what it would be like if we had
the courage to step into the arena—whether it’s
a new relationship, an important meeting, the
creative process, or a difficult family
conversation. Daring Greatly is a practice and a
powerful new vision for letting ourselves be
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seen.
Have Courage! - Cheri J. Meiners 2014-05-27
Help children develop the attitudes and skills of
courage and assertiveness in order to make wise
choices and work through challenges. Children
learn to do what they think is right and be brave,
even if it’s hard. They learn to distinguish
between expectations set by trusted adults and
hurtful, wrong, or dangerous things adults or
children might pressure them to do. The book
also highlights trying new things, taking
reasonable risks, and speaking up. Being the
Best Me Series: From the author of the popular
Learning to Get Along® books comes a one-of-akind character-development series. Each of the
first six books in the Being the Best Me! series
helps children learn, understand, and develop
attitudes and positive character traits that
strengthen self-confidence and a sense of
purpose. Each book focuses on a specific
attitude or character trait—optimism, selfesteem, assertiveness, resilience, integrity, and
forgiveness. Also included are discussion
questions, games, activities, and additional
information for adults. Filled with diversity,
these social story books will be welcome in
school, home, and childcare settings.
Lola - Cullen 2021-12-14
"Lola the mermaid seems so brave and
courageous... but she was not always that way.
She used to feel timid and out of place, so her
dad gave her a special gift, a bracelet of
courage. One day whilst out on an adventure,
Lola loses her bracelet and as the tides start to
turn, she must find a new way home. Without
her bracelet, she feels scared and lonely but
with the help of a wise dolphin, some friendly
sea urchins and beautiful jellyfish, Lola finds her
strength within." -- Amazon.com.
The Courage of Their Convictions
- Peter H.
Irons 2016-07-05
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster
has a great book for every reader.
The Red Badge of Courage - Stephen Crane
2014-02-25
Stephen Crane’s immortal masterpiece about the
nightmare of war was first published in 1895
and brought its young author immediate
international fame. Set during the Civil War, it
tells of the brutal disillusionment of a young
recruit who had dreamed of the thrill and glory
stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

of war, only to find himself fleeing the horror of
a battlefield. Shame over his cowardice drives
him to seek to redeem himself by being
wounded—earning what he calls the “red badge
of courage.” Praised for its psychological insight
and its intense and unprecedented realism in
portraying the experience of men under fire, The
Red Badge of Courage has been a beloved
bestseller for more than a century.
We Are All the Same
- Jim Wooten 2005
The global battle against AIDS is set against the
life and death of Nkosi Johnson, a young South
African boy who, despite having been born with
the ailment, became a symbol of the struggle
against the disease and the strength of the
human spirit.
The Red Badge of Courage and Other
Stories - Stephen Crane 2005-11-29
Henry Fleming, a raw Union Army recruit in the
American Civil War, is anxious to confirm his
patriotism and manhood—to earn his “badge of
courage.” But his dreams of heroism and
invulnerability are soon shattered when he flees
the Confederate enemy during his baptism of
fire and then witnesses the horrible death of a
friend. Plunged unwillingly into the nightmare of
war, Fleming survives by sheer luck and instinct.
This edition of Stephen Crane’s poignant classic
is supplemented by five of his acclaimed short
stories as well as selected poetry, offering the
full range of this great American author’s
extraordinary talent. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Red Badge of Courage, and Other
Stories - Stephen Crane 1991
This novel examines war and its psychological
effect on the individual soldier, by following the
exploits of a group of soldiers during the
American Civil War.
Brave Like Me - Christine Peck 2021-09-07
The second in the Books of Great Character
series, a brand new fictional picture book series
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geared for social-emotional growth! Brave Like
Me is about having a fear and finding the
courage to to face it.
I Thought It Was Just Me (but it - Isn't)
Brené
Brown 2008
Draws on research with hundreds of

stories-of-courage-penguin-readers

interviewees to identify the pervasive influence
of cultural shame, discussing how women can
recognize the ways in which shame influences
their health and relationships and can be
transformed into courage and connectivity.
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